You will EARN more and
LEARN more from your
solar system

500

$

energy saving
guarantee

The most powerful energy advisor available

Introducing Emberpulse®, your
energy management system
Emberpulse® is an intelligent in-home system
that monitors and advises you how to
reduce your energy costs and earn more
from your solar system.
Emberpulse® will identify specific saving
opportunities for your home that can save
you hundreds of dollars each year.
Emberpulse® is installed as part of your solar
system. Access your live energy information
as soon as your solar installation is complete.

Why energy companies hate
Emberpulse®:
E
 mberpulse® ensures you’re always
on the best energy plan†
E
 mberpulse® will save you money by
pinpointing the best time to install a
home battery
E
 mberpulse® guarantees to notify you
of a solar system outage#
E
 mberpulse® will tell you when to use
your solar in real time

Turning the tables on the
energy companies
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Energy bills have increased over 113% in
10 years. We’re all getting ripped off.

Current plan
$1,465 p.a.

Emberpulse® will continually scan the
market and find the best electricity plan
for you, based on YOUR energy usage
patterns to save YOU more money†.

New plan
$1,194 p.a.
Savings
$271 p.a.
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Guaranteed solar outage protection
Emberpulse® also provides solar monitoring.
Did you know that solar system outages usually
go undiagnosed for up to 4 months, costing
you over $600.
Emberpulse® guarantees to protect your solar
investment by notifying you of an outage – if we
don’t, we’ll pay you for your lost solar revenue.
This is an offer not available anywhere else.

The most powerful energy advisor
✔ $500 guaranteed energy savings*
✔ Always be on the best electricity plan†
✔	Guaranteed solar outage alerts and solar
income protection#
✔ Monitor your energy in real time
✔	Remotely control your home’s air
conditioning, lights and other devices^

Book an installation

1300 732 679

smartenergyanswers.com.au
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†Energy plan recommendations selected from a panel of approved commercial partners. *Emberpulse® guarantees to find $500 in savings over 3 years, or we’ll pay
you the difference between your identified savings and the $500 guarantee. ^Control features may require additional equipment. #Emberpulse® system must be
EMB-SMENSRS-INFO-0618-2P
active to claim the guarantee. Full details of all terms at emberpulse.com.

